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10th Annual Peace Dinner

GOOD KARMA YARD SALE

You are invited to the 10th Annual Peace Dinner
on Friday, September 20, 6:00 pm at Guru’s Restaurant in Montrose. A buffet dinner will be served
at $15/person followed by the presentation of the
2019 Peace Awards and a special program. Reservations are suggested—call 970-252-0908 or stop
by the restaurant.

Saturday, October 5
9:00 am to 3:00 pm
1137 Ridge Street, Montrose
Donations are being accepted now. Call 275-3671.
TIME TO RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP. Send to P.O.
Box 2022, Montrose, CO 81402-2022

SPECIAL PEACE AWARDS TO JOSSI AND KEN NEBENZAHL
Jossi and Ken Nebenzahl have been generous contributors
to the WCFH, supporting humanitarian projects in Nepal,
and with other organizations. The Nebenzahl’s are two of
this year’s recipients of the 2019 Peace and Humantarian
Medal. Due to Ken Nebenzahl’s health the medals were
sent to their home in Illinois. Congratulations to Jossi and
Ken!
PROJECTS COMPLETED
As we close out this projects year we are happy to report that the Health and Hygiene Project for the village
of Chhulemu has been completed. The boys and girls
toilets and showers are finished and in use and the family shower in the village is now complete and in use.
WCFH thanks everyone who contributed funds and time
for these important projects. These are the first showers
ever in this village. Thank you.
**A special thank you to Kelvin Kent for his great presentation about Sri Lanka at the Dalai Lama’s birthday celebration on July 5th at Guru’s Restaurant.

WCFH will have a cultural
display about Nepal and our
organization in the Montrose
Library showcase during the month of
October. Be sure to stop by and see it.

CHILD RESCUE NEPAL
A generous contribution was recently sent to Child Rescue Nepal
to help with their efforts to rescue children from child trafficking
and to provide them with safe
housing and schooling.
WCFH EDUCATIONAL SCHOLARSHIPS

Three students at the Khumjung
School were awarded $350 educational scholarships for the new school
year. The scholarships were increased by $50 to cover additional
student expenses.

